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WIRE SAWS for PVC

WST-1

WSL-1

$6.75
$8.02 TPU-1.5,  TPU-2.0

  $16.48,   $19.91

NORYL UNIONS
High temperature unions that are great for pump input 

and output plumbing.

SSelf sealing to the pump.
SNo need for Teflon tape or pipe dope.
SUnion parts seal with T-Gasket.
SThreaded end is noryl.
SSlip end is PVC.  

SPadded Loop Handles
S36” Length
SRugged Stainless Steel Cable
SEconomy Priced 

DG3-1
$11.50

DURA GRIP IV
DG4-1 $40.06

*

GripaDura Dura Grip I
DG1-1 $28.50

SEasily and quickly adjusts to any size or shape up to 10” 
diameter.
SAutomatically locks strap as torque is applied.
S8 ½”handle permits you to apply plenty of torque to either loosen 
or tighten object.
SNon-corrosive construction.
SNon-slip 36” reinforced neoprene strap grips any object without 
scratching or causing damage. 

THE ALL-PURPOSE STRAP WRENCH

Pool & Spa - use on: impellers, spa filters, lint trap covers, 
chlorinator tops, plumbing unions.

Plumbing & Irrigation - use on: Tub spouts, pipe unions, 
shower spouts.

Household - use on: water filters, jar lids.
Automotive - use on: oil filters, fluid caps.

 Countless uses - 

SEasy to use:
S Place strap around object.
S Pull strap tight.
S Turn in direction of arrow.

Now Available
Replacement Strap for DG4-1

DG4-2 $25.26

The Multi-Purpose Equipment 
Lid Opening Tool.

S  One tool that fits a wide variety of equipment lids.
S  Makes the removal of those stubborn equipment lids 
easy!
S  Gives that needed leverage in spite of plumbing 
obstacles.
S  Made of tough molded PVC for long useful life.

S Makes the removal of stubborn lint trap covers easy!
S Gives that needed leverage in spite of plumbing obstacles.
S Vinyl padded non-slip handle grip.
S Super strong welded construction.
S Tough steel materials.
SConvenient hanging strap.

SGlass Filled Polymer T Handles
S36” Length
SRugged Stainless Steel Cable
SComfortable Grip for Easier Operation
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